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wehrmacht the german army pdf
The German Army (German: Heer, German pronunciation: , lit. Army) was the land forces component of the
Wehrmacht, the regular German Armed Forces, from 1935 until it was demobilized and later dissolved in
August 1946. During World War II, a total of about 13 million soldiers served in the German Army. Most of
Germany's army personnel during the war were conscripted.
German Army (1935â€“1945) - Wikipedia
The Wehrmacht (German pronunciation: [ËˆveË•É•Ì¯maxt] , lit. defence force) were the unified armed forces
of Nazi Germany from 1935 to 1946. It consisted of the Heer (army), the Kriegsmarine (navy) and the
Luftwaffe (air force). The designation Wehrmacht replaced the previously used term Reichswehr, and was the
manifestation of Nazi Germany's efforts to rearm the nation to a greater extent than the Treaty of Versailles
permitted.
Wehrmacht - Wikipedia
The German Wehrmachtâ€™s war against the Soviet Union differed from all other European wars of the
modern era, including the campaigns waged by the Wehrmacht against other countries during
Crimes of the German Wehrmacht
Par. 3 HANDBOOK ON GERMAN ARMY IDENTIFICATION once it has been composed of certain infantry
and artillery regiments, those regiments ordinarily do not leave the division.
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